
Top to bottom, this Sydney home provides a 
choice of informal outdoor living spaces

U pstairs,
downstairs

“The main thing when designing 
small spaces is to keep it simple 

and not to shoehorn in too much”

A spiral staircase leads from 
the private courtyard to the 

airy entertaining deck above.
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ABOVE A coral bark maple is 
a feature plant of the courtyard 

that adjoins the master bedroom.
TOP RIGHT The tiered, brick-built 

water feature contributes a soothing 
backdrop of running water.

MIDDLE RIGHT Potted plants 
and espaliered star jasmine on 

the walls add foliage to the deck. 
BOTTOM RIGHT Old meets new 

in the form of reused granite 
paving and new timber seating.
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rom the upstairs deck to the ground-
level courtyard, this Sydney property 
presented a unique opportunity to create 
something magnificent that could be 
appreciated on more than one level.

Explains Alex Haskey from Valley 
Garden Landscapes: “The interior of the 
home had been transformed into a light 
and airy, modern open-plan living space. 
For the outside, the client was keen 
to employ a similar but slightly softer 

approach which would have hints of the contemporary interior.”
As the courtyard was only accessible from the master bedroom, Alex 

decided to make this space a private and peaceful sanctuary, while 
selecting the upstairs deck as the locale for entertaining and dining.

When entering the courtyard, an elegant three-tiered water feature 
immediately draws you further out into the space. It’s constructed 
from reclaimed brick, features custom-made sandstone spouts, and 
provides a great focal point as well as a relaxing soundtrack that can 
be enjoyed when relaxing on the new in-built timber seating.

To create a restful, soothing space, the planting palette is limited to 
a few select species. “We chose to keep things simple with the plant 
choices so that the foliage and the moving water could work together 
in complete harmony without any distracting elements,” says Alex. 
That said, a few feature plants were added to create interest, such as 
a stunning Acer palmatum ‘Sango Kaku’ (also known as the coral bark 
maple). To soften the rear boundary and create a natural privacy screen, 
there is a row of Himalayan weeping bamboo.

The ground floor was then connected to the upper level by a spiral 
staircase. This staircase leads to a spacious deck made from sustainably 
sourced yellow stringybark hardwood, which harmoniously links to 
the interior design. Screened from prying eyes, a timber dining set and 
barbecue facilities create a modern hub for casual entertaining. An 
assortment of pots adds colour and vibrancy to the deck, the plants 
refreshing the air with the aroma of citrus and herbs.

“The main thing when designing small spaces is to keep it simple and 
not to shoehorn in too much. By keeping things simple, from materials 
to plant choice, you create a more restful, soothing garden. Also, try to 
provide a suitable focal point to draw you out into the space,” says Alex.

With this project, Alex employed these and other space-enhancing 
tricks of the trade to give the deck and courtyard maximum style. 
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